Important Notice to Recipients of this Document

should be sought before deciding to proceed with the Prospective Purchase or to make further investigations into the Prospective

This Information Sheet is being provided by GWH Property Management Pty Ltd ACN 601 370 450 (GWH PM) on behalf of a

Purchase. To the maximum extent permitted by law, no representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made in

business, for use by Recipients in evaluating and determining whether to proceed with a further investigation of a prospective

this Information Sheet and, to the maximum extent permitted by law no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of GWH PM,

purchase of the business (Prospective Purchase). This Information Sheet is not a prospectus; any other form of statutory

or their directors, employees, agents, advisers and consultants (Representatives) as to the adequacy, accuracy, completeness

disclosure document or product disclosure statement within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001 or an offer to subscribe

or reasonableness of this Information Sheet or any other written or oral communication, transmitted or made available to any

for securities. It has not been lodged with, registered or approved by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission. This

recipient. To the maximum extent permitted by law, no responsibility for any errors or omissions from this Information Sheet,

Information Sheet is provided to recipients on the basis that they are persons to whom an invitation or offer of securities does

whether arising out of negligence or otherwise is accepted by any of GWH PM or their representatives or the business. GWH

not require formal disclosure under Chapter 6D of the Corporations Act 2001. Only persons who qualify as exempt offerees

or the business, and their representatives have no liability for any costs incurred by a recipient in relation to the Prospective

under one or more of the applicable sub-sections of section 708 of the Corporations Act 2001 may act on any invitation of offer

Purchase.

regarding securities in this Information Sheet. Persons interested in pursuing any invitation or purchase or offer of securities in
this Information Sheet will be required to provide documentation establishing that they qualify under an applicable subsection of

This Information Sheet may include certain statements, opinions, estimates, projections and forward-looking statements

section 708 of the Corporations Act 2001, before proceeding. No financial product advice is provided in the document related to

(Statements) with respect to the anticipated future performance of the Prospective Purchase or its associated deal structure.

the issue of securities in the Prospective Purchase and nothing in the document should be taken to constitute a recommendation

Statements are based on, and are made subject to, assumptions (Assumptions), which may not prove to be correct or

or statement of opinion that is intended to influence a person or persons in making a decision to invest in securities or purchase in

appropriate. Except to the extent implied by law, no representations or warranties are made by the business, GWH PM, or

the Prospective Purchase.

their representatives as to the validity, certainty or completeness of any of the Assumptions or the accuracy or completeness
of the Statements or that any Statement should or will be achieved. The Statements should not be relied on by a recipient as

This Information Sheet does not purport to contain all the information that may be required to evaluate all the factors that

an indication of future value or for any other purpose. The information contained in this Information Sheet has been prepared

would be relevant to a recipient determining whether to enter the Prospective Purchase, including but not limited to a recipient’s

as of 1 October 2020. The delivery of this Information Sheet after that date does not imply, and should not be relied on as a

objectives, financial situation or needs. Each recipient should make, and will be taken to have made, its own investigation

representation or warranty that there has been no change since that date in the affairs or financial condition of the Prospective

and analysis of the information in this Information Sheet and other matters that may be relevant to it in considering whether

Purchase or that the information contained in this Information Sheet remains correct at, or at any time after, that date. No part

to proceed with the Prospective Purchase and an independent assessment of the merits of pursuing the Prospective Purchase.

of this document may be shown or distributed to third parties or reproduced, stored or transmitted in any form or by any means,

Independent expert advice (including from a recipient’s accountant, investment bank, lawyer or other professional adviser)

electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without prior written permission of GWH PM.

